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!  From Design to Operations: 15 years of e2e

!  Key implementation concepts:  modes, types and ranks

!  From Programs to Publications: e2e performance

!  Prospect

VLT End-to-End Model



its development and prototyping. Section 3 contains a description of each I)FS subsystem and its current state ot
operational readiness. A description of the DFS on the first unit telescope of the VLT is contained in Section 4. Future
developments and operations of the DFS are discussed in Section 5.

2. DFS STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT

The VLT DFS structure is shown in Figure I. The subsystems follow the conventional flow of the astronomical proposal,
observation execution and data distribution cycle in a manner similar to current HST model of operations.

The global design of the DFS was undertaken by a DFS working group consisting of software engineers and astrononlers
from several divisions within ESO. The working group adopted several key principals during the design process

The DFS would be designed according to Object Oriented (00) principles4 in order to
• maximize the reusability of the subsystems
• allow the basic system structure to be stable over periods that are long compared to the lifetime of computer

languages and commercial software packages
• lower the overall long term software maintenance costs

2. The DFS would be explicitly independent of any particular data analysis environment
3. The design of the DFS should proceed without considerations of the constrains or interfaces already existing in VLI

control software.

These three principals have been adhered to and underlay the DFS as it is being implemented on the first telescope of the
VLT (UTI) this ear. The wisdom of the use of the 00 methodology is hard to assess at this point in the development of
the DFS. Much of the basic DFS infrastructureneeds to be implemented on UTI. Once UT2, UT3 and UT4 with their
instrument sets are in place, we will be better able to assess the decrease of the workload (utilization of reusability) that has
resulted from 00 practices. Given the relatively late arrival of the DFS into the operations picture for the VLT (1987 : VLT
project commences. 1995 : DFS first design, 1998 first light) several key software systems for the VLT were developed in
advance of the DFS. The VLT control system (VCS) was not designed with the l)FS in mind. Similarly. ES() had
invested considerable effort into the develop ofa astronomical data analysis environment (MIDAS) before DFS concepts and
requirements became clear. The design of the DFS was undertaken without explicit referenceto the VCS or MIDAS.
Rather, a small number of well defined interfaces were to be built to these systems from the l)FS. In particular. the design

Figure 1: The VLT Data Flow System. OB : Observation Block
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e2e design: integrated data flow

Quinn, P. J. et al. VLT Data Flow System: from concepts to operations. Proc. SPIE Vol. 3349 3349, 2–9 (1998).
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VLT e2e as of 2012
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!   main observing modes: 
! queue and classic

!  program types:  
! allow broad programmatic response to many scientific 

and community requirements, incl. ultra-fast response 
times

!  program ranks:
! allow to prioritize the most scientific valued programs
! allow to adapt to changing atmospheric conditions

The flexibility of the VLT e2e system
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!   Service Mode (Queue):
! 2/3 of available science time
! optimizes the schedule of programs with adequate 

ambient conditions
! retains the integrity of the e2e system (calib., archive)

!  Visitor Mode (Classic): 
! 1/3 of available science time
! technically challenging
! benefits from real-time decisions in presence of VA 
! retains attachment (trust) of community and ESO 

!  delegated Visitor Mode: 
! fixed slots, short runs
! executed by on-site night support

Modes, Types and Ranks (I)
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!  Program Types
! Normal (Observing Cycle - 6 month period - based) 
! Large (strategic, >100 hrs, spans several cycles)
! Directors Discretionary Time (~5%, flexible schedule)  
! Target of Opportunity (require trigger, <5%)

• Rapid Response Mode (<6 min reaction to start observing)
! Guaranteed Time Observations (payback to consortia)
! Calibration (<3%,  supplement calibration plans)
! Host-state (Chilean time, ~10%)
! non-members state
! VLT-XMM (synergy, ~80hrs/year)

Modes, Types and Ranks (II)
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!   A rank:
! 1/2 of available science time in SM
! highest scientific ranks according to the OPC
! Observatory commits all possible effort for completion 

in a given observing period, and may carry-over.
!   B rank:

! 1/2 of available science time in SM
! second half in OPC ranking that qualify for execution
! Observatory commits best effort for completion

!  C rank:
! 10-20% additional scheduled “filler programs”
!  cover free parameter space (observability, weather)

Modes, Types and Ranks (III)
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From Programs to Publications (I)

ESO and other Observatories
In order to put ESO’s research output into context, we give an overview of the total numbers of publications of major obser-
vatories for the publication years 1996 to 2012 (if already available). Note that some facilities date back further than that; their 
early years are not included in this graph. 

The most simplistic way of comparing facilities is to look at the numbers of publications. Obviously, this favors large institu-
tions with many facilities over smaller ones. A more meaningful investigation should normalize the numbers in some 
way, for instance by number of observing hours, by actual share of data used in the papers (as many scientific articles use 
data from more than one observatory), or by budget (telescope construction costs and maintenance). 

When comparing publication statistics among different observatories, it is essential to assess the selection criteria applied 
by each observatory. To the best of our knowledge, the observatories shown in this graph include only papers that actually 
use observational data from their facilities (as opposed to merely referencing them). All papers were published in refereed 
journals. 

The statistics shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3 were obtained as follows: 

ESO total, VLT/VLTI, LSP (La Silla Paranal) Observatory others, ESO survey tel., APEX (ESO time only), ALMA (Europe time only): 

ESO Telescope Bibliography (http://telbib.eso.org)

Chandra: Chandra Bibliographic Statistics (http://cxc.harvard.edu/cda/bibstats/bibstats.html, ‘Refereed Chandra Science Papers’ column)

Gemini: ADS (Filters / Select References In, http://esoads.eso.org/abstract_service.html#jousel)

HST: HST Publication Statistics (http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/bibliography/pubstat.html)

ING: Isaac Newton Group of Telescopes paper counts (http://www.ing.iac.es/PR/impact.html), incl. WHT, INT, and JKT

Keck: Keck Science Bibliography (http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/library/keck_papers.html)

Spitzer: Spitzer Bibliographical Database (http://sohelp2.ipac.caltech.edu/bibsearch/)

Subaru: ADS (Filters / Select References In, http://esoads.eso.org/abstract_service.html#jousel)

Swift: statistics provided by Sandra Savaglio, Max-Planck-Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching, Germany

XMM: XMM-Newton in the Journals (http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xmm/xmmbib.html). Link to number of publications per year pro-

vided by Norbert Schartel, ESA, Madrid, Spain

ESO Library, Karl-Schwarzschild-Strasse 2, 85748 Garching near Munich, Germany, library@eso.org  /  http://telbib.eso.org   5
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Fig. 3: Refereed publications by ESO and other observatories.
Thick lines: ESO facilities. Thin lines: other ground-based facilities. Dashed lines: space-based facilities.

Please note that selection criteria for inclusion or exclusion of papers vary among observatories

.

U. Grothkopf et al., http://www.eso.org/sci/libraries/edocs/ESO/ESOstats.pdf

http://www.eso.org/sci/libraries/edocs/ESO/ESOstats.pdf
http://www.eso.org/sci/libraries/edocs/ESO/ESOstats.pdf
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From Programs to Publications (II)

UT Productivity
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!  Public Surveys: VST, VISTA, Spectroscopic
! M. Arnaboldi: “Public Surveys: Goals, Status and Policies”
! J. Retzlaff: “Data Products in the ESO Archive”

!  ALMA support: European ALMA Regional Center
! I. de Gregorio: “ALMA Science Operations”
! E. van Kampen: “Calibrating ALMA”
! P. Andreani: “European ARC: A Model of Users Support” 
! S. Randall: “The ALMA Observing Tool” 
! F. Stoehr: “The ALMA Science Archive”

!  APEX/La Silla: the small ESO sites/projects
! F. Montenegro: “The Challenge of Delivering APEX Data...”

! The European ELT: just another Telescope...?!

Recent and up-coming extensions
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 All VLT/VLTI papers (using new or archival data)!
 Papers using any VLT/VLTI archival data (incl. Data Products)!
 Papers using VLT/VLTI Data Products!Science Operation 2013, ESAC Madrid, Sept. 10-13

!  data consistency, quality and calibratibility ensured by SM
!  common infrastructure enables DR for many applications
!  data standards (VO) enable compliancy of SGDP

•  increasing community involvement

The ESO Archive: a Treasure Chamber
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!  The VLT e2e model has been proven to be:
!  accepted by users and community
!  robust (standardized procedures, controlled quality)
!  flexible (implementation of science goals)  
!  performant (operational efficiency, science metrics)

!   Areas of further development/evolution 
!  internal workflows (consolidation)
!  scheduling (optimization)
!  support modes (eg remote VM)
!  archive (user-friendly, content) 

Some Conclusions


